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ABSTRACT
We present a novel analysis of a competitive dynamic present on
Ethereum known as “waiting games”, where validators can use
their distinct monopoly position in their assigned slots to delay
block proposals in order to optimize returns through Maximal Ex-
tractable Value (MEV) payments, a type of incentive outside the
Proof-of-Stake incentive scheme. However, this strategy risks block
exclusion due to missed slots or potential orphaning. Our analysis
reveals evidence that, although there are substantial incentives to
undertaking the risks, validators are not capitalizing on waiting
games, leaving potential profits unrealized. Moreover, we present
an agent-based model to test the eventual consensus disruption
caused by waiting games under different settings, arguing that such
disruption only occurs with significant delay strategies. Ultimately,
this research provides in-depth insights into Ethereum’s waiting
games, illuminating the trade-offs and potential profit opportunities
for validators in this evolving blockchain landscape.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The transition from a Proof-of-Work (PoW)-based block proposer
selection mechanism to a Proof-of-Stake (PoS) one, combined with
the introduction of the Gasper consensus protocol [15], introduced
new dynamics for incentives on Ethereum. Specifically, the block
proposal rewards for validators, the consensus participants, un-
derwent a significant decrease, as they no longer require the high
incentives previously needed by PoW-Ethereum miners. As a result,
validators now rely even more on transaction fees and exogenous
rewards such as Maximal Extractable Value (MEV), to maintain
their incentives and profitability.

Currently, the PoS-Ethereum protocol enforces a block release
schedule of 12-second long slots, during which the designated val-
idator has a total monopoly on the block release. This feature in-
troduces new opportunities for MEV extraction through strategic
waiting games. To illustrate, we hypothesize that the block proposer
may exploit their monopolistic position and wait as long as pos-
sible within the slot limits to release the block in order to extract
additional MEV. However, if a large proportion of validators on
the Ethereum network engage in these delayed releases, it could
result in instability within the consensus of the network, as delays
in block release may lead to forked blocks.

This paper explores the dynamics of these waiting games and
their impact on Ethereum’s consensus and validator behavior. We
examine the profitability of waiting games considering the relative
significance of MEV rewards, assess the extent of current validator
participation in these strategic dynamics, evaluate whether valida-
tors can safely engage without risking exclusion from the canonical
chain, and investigate the potential of waiting games to destablize
Ethereum’s consensus along with the specific conditions that might
trigger such instability. Our findings contributes to the research
field by showing evidence of an untapped profit source for strategic
validators and provide a simplified model presenting the safety to
engage in waiting games from a protocol standpoint.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
This section delivers necessary background knowledge for the
reader regarding Ethereum consensus, MEV, and the Proposer-
Builder-Separation (PBS) design behind the MEV-Boost market-
place. Additionally, we provide a succinct review of prior research
on waiting games in PoS systems.
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2.1 PoS-Ethereum Consensus
Ethereum’s Proof-of-Stake (PoS) network uses epochs and slots to
manage consensus rounds, with each epoch comprising 32 slots,
and each slot lasting 12 seconds. Network members who staked 32
Ether, known as validators, are randomly [11] distributed to slots
for each epoch, either as block proposers or committee members
who attest to the validity of the proposed block. Validators are
incentivized by the rewards they receive for honest conduct, but
can be penalized for misbehavior, such as proposing multiple blocks
in a single slot. A block is finalized after it receives a super-majority
of attestations in two epochs [15].

Validators follow the Latest Message Driven Greediest Heaviest
Observed SubTree (LMD-GHOST) fork choice rule for determining
the canonical chain [33], with the consensus mechanism operating
in two phases: LMD-GHOST at the slot level and Casper Friendly
Finality Gadget (Casper FFG) at the epoch scale [14]. The latter is a
Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus protocol that finalizes blocks
and ensures security even during temporary network partitions,
with the confirmation rule outputting the most recent finalized
block and its prefix.

2.2 Maximal Extractable Value
Maximal Extractable Value (MEV) has emerged as a prominent in-
centive within the Ethereum blockchain, particularly with the surge
in Decentralized Finance (DeFi) domain since 2020 [42]. MEV rep-
resents all value that can be extracted within a blockchain network,
which privileged actors can take advantage of by manipulating
transaction sets and order in a block, beyond standard protocol
incentives [19, 28]. Network participants can extract MEV by in-
fluencing transaction order through payments to block proposers,
facilitated by markets like Flashbots Auction [10], and leveraging
DeFi instruments and ordering techniques inspired by traditional
finance [21, 29, 35, 41].

While current estimates of MEV are lower-bound due to heuristic
limitations [7, 8, 28, 38], over $675 million worth of MEV had been
extracted by September 2022 according to MEV Explore [8], and
approximately $9.5 million in a single month from May 2023 to
June 2023 according to EigenPhi [7].

MEV has been linked to user value loss, network congestion,
consensus destabilizing attacks, and centralization risks [16, 19,
34, 39]. To mitigate these issues, solutions have emerged across
system layers, including fair transaction ordering protocols, privacy-
preservingmechanisms, efficient MEV extraction designs, andMEV-
aware applications [1, 3, 4, 9, 12, 22–24, 39, 40].

2.3 Proposer-Builder Separation and MEV-Boost
Proposer-Builder Separation (PBS) is a design concept that mitigates
the sophistication of validators in block construction by dividing
tasks between proposing blocks and constructing them [13]. Valida-
tors profit from MEV without dealing with complex block building,
as this competition is shifted to builders who are further away from
the consensus layer. This setup, however, depends on addressing
trust issues and commitments between proposers and builders [26].
In response, Flashbots introduced MEV-Boost [3], using relays as
intermediaries and counteracting MEV’s centralizing effects, al-
beit bearing censorship risks from relays withholding builder bids.

However, the public auditability of relay actions fosters honest
behavior.

The MEV-Boost architecture comprises validators, relays, and
builders. Validators, controlling proposers, register with relays to
receive execution payloads from builders, who prepare these us-
ing transactions from the public mempool and their private order
flow [5]. Validators receive the highest-value header from their reg-
istered relays via MEV-Boost middleware, sign it and send it back
to the relevant relay. Upon verifying the validator’s signature, the
relay propagates the complete block to the peer-to-peer network.

2.4 Related Work
As far as we are aware, [32] is the sole study exclusively focusing
on waiting or timing games in PoS-Ethereum, although [37] also
notes a positive correlation between bid arrival time and value,
while exploring the intricate details about the block construction
market available on Ethereum, MEV-Boost [3]. In [32], the authors
present a model where honest-but-rational consensus participants
can delay their block proposals to maximize MEV capture, while
still ensuring their inclusion in the blockchain in a timely manner.
Despite noting that timing games are worthwhile, they find these
strategies not currently being exploited by consensus participants.
In PoW protocols, a case of block release delay strategy is repre-
sented by selfish mining [30, 31] which have substantial differences
to waiting games in PoS. While in selfish mining, the miner un-
dermines the status of the ledger by purposely hiding blocks that
eventually end up in the canonical chain, waiting games do not
necessarily imply the substitution of any block. In addition, self-
ish mining usually takes place at a larger time scale than the PoS
waiting games we study in the present work; while selfish mining
spans on a multi-block level, PoS waiting games are played within
individual slots.

3 DATA COLLECTION
We collected data from the MEV-Boost protocol and Ethereum
consensus layer to study the impact of waiting games on valida-
tor payments, attestations, and consensus stability. Utilizing the
public data endpoints provided by the MEV-Boost relays12, we ex-
tracted information about builder bids and proposed blocks. We
primarily concentrated on three dominant relays [36]: Ultra Sound,
Flashbots3, and Agnostic, and procured bid and proposed block data
spanning a slot range from 6,087,501 to 6,100,000, equating to 12,500
slots during March 27 to 28, 2023. For consensus-related data such
as attestations, forked blocks, and consensus rewards, we utilized
the API endpoints provided by beaconcha.in4. Finally, to identify
the builders, we used the builder overview on mevboost.pics [36].
We noted that some builders submit identical bids repetitively un-
til the block auction ends and also to multiple relays to increase
their selection likelihood. In our time-based bid value analysis, we
focused on unique bids, discarding duplicates and recognizing the
first arrival time of a bid on any relay as the initial contribution of
that specific bid.
1https://flashbots.github.io/relay-specs/#/Data/getReceivedBids
2https://flashbots.github.io/relay-specs/#/Data/getDeliveredPayloads
3For Flashbots bids and blocks, we also used the data dumps available at https://
flashbots-boost-relay-public.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/index.html
4https://beaconcha.in/api/v1/docs/index.html

https://flashbots.github.io/relay-specs/#/Data/getReceivedBids
https://flashbots.github.io/relay-specs/#/Data/getDeliveredPayloads
https://flashbots-boost-relay-public.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/index.html
https://flashbots-boost-relay-public.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/index.html
https://beaconcha.in/api/v1/docs/index.html
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4 RESULTS
Our results contain two sections: initially, we delve into the value of
waiting, questioning the worthiness of engaging in waiting games
and whether validators already participate. Subsequently, we inves-
tigate the inherent risks associated with it and adopt an agent-based
simulation model specifically designed for PoS-Ethereum to inspect
how waiting strategies can influence the emerging consensus prop-
erties.

4.1 The Value of Waiting
4.1.1 The Evolution of Value Over Time. Figure 1 dissects the dis-
tribution of bids for slot 6 093 815, which are represented as dots
and color-coded based on the submitting builder. The relation be-
tween their arrival time at the relay and their associated value is
examined. The study uncovers a distinct upward trend in bid values
over time. It is important to note that we measure the arrival time
relative to the start time of the slot; therefore, any negative time
value indicates that the bid arrived during the previous slot. With
this in mind, the earliest recorded bid arrived at -10905ms with a
value of 0.014 ETH. On the other hand, the winning bid chosen
at 299ms had a much higher value of 0.046 ETH. This represents
a substantial increase of approximately 228% from the initial bid,
demonstrating the significant potential advantages of waiting. It is
observed that different builders adopt distinct strategies, such as
Flashbots builders submitting approximately every 0.5s since the
start time of the previous slot, in contrast to rsync-builder.xyz or
Bob the Builder, who only commence submissions after a specific
point in time.

This increase in value is attributable to the expanding public
transaction pool and potentially private order flow that builders
observe over time. As regular users and MEV searchers succes-
sively submit new transactions and bundles, builders can access
more opportunities to construct their blocks. As a result, they can
offer larger payments to the validators. The escalating number of
transactions included in the builder blocks further substantiates
this (see Figure 7 in Appendix A).

In order to measure the incremental value gained for each mil-
lisecond of delay, we collected unique bids from each relay across
750 slots, yielding slightly over 480k unique bids. To accurately
capture value progression, we residualized the bid values against
slot and builder fixed effects, which might cause artificial value
fluctuations due to high or low MEV regimes, as discussed in [32].
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Figure 1: Distribution of unique builder blocks for slot
6 093 815 based on their arrival time to the relay and bid
value, across Ultra Sound, Flashbots, and Agnostic relays.
Each color denotes a unique builder.

Following this, we performed a linear regression on these resid-
ualized bid values relative to time, revealing a positive marginal
value of 5.71 × 10−6 ETH/ms. This supports our initial observation
from a single slot, reaffirming that by prolonging their wait time,
validators can enhance their MEV payments.

4.1.2 The Significance of Waiting. Although we noted a positive
marginal value of delay, if the rewards gained from waiting are
insignificant compared to the consensus layer rewards issued for
block proposals, then it might not be worth risking the consensus
in the first place. To scrutinize the relationship between the rewards
from waiting (i.e., MEV rewards) and the proposal rewards from
consensus which comprises attestation and sync aggregate inclu-
sion rewards [18], we examined 5,726 proposed blocks from the
relays we have monitored. These blocks belong to three different
epoch ranges between June 1, 2023, and June 11, 2023. While we
used the MEV reward data provided by the relays, we fetched the
consensus rewards information from the beaconcha.in API.

A prominent observation for all three epoch ranges is the domi-
nance of the MEV rewards over proposal rewards (see Figure 8 in
Appendix A). Overall, the MEV rewards accounted for 58.32% of all
the rewards, while the median MEV rewards for analyzed epoch
ranges were 0.067 ETH, 0.038 ETH, and 0.042 ETH, respectively,
culminating in an overall median of 0.048 ETH. Meanwhile, the
proposal rewards consistently stayed at 0.034 ETH. This led to a
median difference of 0.013 ETH per proposed block, demonstrating
the significance of MEV rewards over consensus rewards for the
inspected slots.

While the analyzed epoch ranges highlight the prevailing value
of MEV rewards, to draw more generalized conclusions, we com-
pared the two rewards starting from the transition of Ethereum
to PoS in September 2022 as this is when the waiting games on
Ethereum emerged. We utilized the open data sets available at mev-
boost.pics [36] to find the individual MEV-Boost blocks’ reward
data. Given that proposal rewards are anticipated to remain steady
at 0.034 ETH, we discovered approximately 1,290,528 blocks (59.07%
of all MEV-Boost blocks) yielding larger MEV rewards than consen-
sus rewards, with a median value of 0.053 ETH. Hence, we conclude
that, as the generalized results also support our initial analysis of
certain epoch ranges, the potential gains from waiting outweigh
protocol rewards, affirming the value of risking consensus.

4.1.3 Unrealized Value. Schwarz-Schilling et al. [32] established
that, currently, validators do not actively participate in the waiting
games, and any delay observed primarily stems from the complex
signing processes utilized by certain staking entities and validator
clients. Our research supports their findings as we analyze the
arrival time of winning builder bids in comparison to the highest
value bid observed in that slot. Figure 2 portrays the distribution of
both earlywinners (colored in green), thosewhose bids arrived prior
to the highest bid, and late winners (colored in yellow), those whose
bids arrived after the highest bid. This distribution is presented in
relation to time and the value difference between the winning bid
and the highest bid.

Our findings reveal that out of the 8,121 unique winning blocks
processed by the relays we have studied, 7,672 (94.47%) had early
winners and 269 (3.31%) of them had late winners. The remain-
ing 180 blocks (2.22%) constituted the highest bid itself. The early
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Figure 2: The scatter plot shows early (green) and late (yellow)
winning bids’ time and value deviations from the highest bid
of the same slot. The density plot reveals a median time dif-
ference of 992ms when the winning bid was not the highest.
winners, on median, arrived 1001ms before the highest bid, albeit
with a median value of 0.001 ETH less. The late winners, contrarily,
arrived 392ms post the highest bid but still delivered 0.0008 ETH
less value. In total, across the 7,941 blocks that did not capitalize
on the highest bid, with a positive median time difference of 992ms
(indicating the winning bid arrived first), a remarkable 931.27 ETH
remained unrealized as the highest bid was not available when
the winning bid had arrived. Conversely, 27.76 ETH was realizable
as the highest bid had already arrived before the winning bid but
still went uncaptured. These results reinforce our contention that
validators are not engaging in the waiting games and often act
prematurely in selecting the winning bid.

For future work, it would be beneficial to incorporate the getH-
eader call timestamp from relays, which indicates the exact moment
the proposer requested the block header from the relay. By com-
paring this time with the arrival time of the highest value bid, we
could obtain more accurate data about the unrealized value and the
time difference between winning and highest value bids. As this
data is not publicly accessible, we resorted to using bid arrival times
(receivedAt timestamp), which still provide significant insight.

4.1.4 Playing the Game Rationally. Our research thus far has un-
covered considerable incentives for rational validators within the
Ethereum network to participate in waiting games. However, the
manner in which these strategies are employed differs from relay
to relay. In the default relay implementation [6], each builder bid
undergoes a simulation to confirm its validity before it is made ac-
cessible to the proposer. This process introduces an average latency
of 140ms [17], shortening the duration of the block auction and
reducing the number of competing bids. To counter this latency, the
optimistic relay design has been proposed [27], and adopted by the
Ultra Sound Relay. Under the optimistic approach, it is presumed
that builders are submitting valid blocks, which are instantaneously
made available while the validation is delayed. However, this strat-
egy necessitates that builders deposit funds upfront, securing pay-
ment for the validator if the builder fails to deliver the promised
block or payment.

In examining 12,500 slots, we verified the positive influence of
optimistic relaying on latency reduction. Out of these slots, 9,250

Table 1: Summary of Relay Performance Metrics for the Slot
Range 6 087 501-6 100 000.

Relay Blocks Avg. Bids Med. Time (ms) Med. Value (ETH)
Ultra Sound 3,539 799 159.0 0.0389
Flashbots 3,202 549 -450.5 0.0348
Agnostic 2,509 641 107.0 0.0386

were relayed using at least one of the three relays we studied5.
Table 1 displays the distribution of block deliveries across the relays.
Notably, Ultra Sound Relay, known for its adoption of optimistic
relaying, garnered the most bids per slot and delivered the highest
quantity of blocks with the largest median value. Additionally, Ultra
Sound reported the latest median winning bid arrival time. A more
detailed distribution of winning bid timings can be found in Figure 9
in Appendix A.

These results suggest that by diminishing the block simulation
latency, optimistic relaying enables relays to consider more bids and
encourages builders to dispatch blocks later in the slot duration. The
ultimate consequence is an increasing trend of block auctions being
clinched by higher-value, late-submitted bids, thereby augmenting
the rewards for validators. While no direct evidence of validators
partaking in waiting games has been identified [32], our analysis
of 12,500 slots, along with the extensive historical data provided
in [36], confirms that validators strategically act to maximize their
profits fromMEV-Boost by registering with relays which deliver the
most value. Currently, Ultra Sound Relay leads the pack, delivering
around 30% of all blocks relayed through MEV-Boost, and offering
the highest median value of 0.06 ETH to the validators [36].

4.2 The Risks of Waiting
4.2.1 Attestation Shares. Expanding on Schwarz-Schilling et al.’s [32]
attestation share analysis, we examine the interplay of a block’s
winning bid arrival time, its attestation share, and potential fork
vulnerability due to the proposer-boost mechanism [2]. Recalling
that LMD-GHOST computes a block’s weight as the cumulative
effective balances of validators who attested to the block in a prior
slot (remember that an attestation for a block at slot 𝑛 is only in-
cluded starting from slot 𝑛 + 1), plus the weight coming from the
parent block, we assess the effect of the proposer-boost mechanism.
We investigate how this mechanism, awarding a timely block (re-
leased within a slot’s initial 4 seconds) with a 40% committee weight,
impacts potential past block re-organizations (re-org). This weight,
derived from the slot’s total assigned validator balance, allows for
re-org vulnerability assessment tied to the winning block’s arrival
time. We compute each block’s subsequent slot attestation share by
calculating its weight (assuming a uniform 32 ETH validator effec-
tive balance) and normalizing against the slot’s committee weight,
resulting in a block’s accrued attestation share. Consequently, a
block with a below 40% subsequent slot attestation share is consid-
ered re-org susceptible via the proposer-boost.

Our results highlight that, on average, blocks gather 98% of
attestation shares in the following slot. Out of the 8,121 distinct
blocks proposed by the relays under our analysis, only 27 blocks
acquired under 40% shares, with a median arrival time for winning
bids of 1223ms. For the rest of the blocks, the median time was

5A builder may have submitted the same winning bid to multiple relays. In such
instances, we categorize all relays featuring that bid as relayers of the winning block.
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-22ms. Remarkably, we observed 75 blocks that arrived later than
the 1223ms mark yet accrued sufficient shares to be unaffected by
the proposer-boost, with an average share of 90%. This analysis is
visually represented in Figure 3, where each blue dot stands for a
block, and those within the red region identify blocks vulnerable to
a re-org using the proposer-boost, based on their attestation share
in the subsequent slot.

We further examined the relationship between the arrival times
of winning bids in consecutive slots and the accrued attestation
shares as the lateness of a block is intrinsically tied to the timeliness
of its subsequent block. Figure 4 reveals a tendency for attestation
shares to decrease when a block’s winning bid is delayed while the
succeeding slot’s winning bid arrives in a timely manner. Notably,
we identified 23 blocks vulnerable to the proposer-boost due to
their below 40% attestation shares and a following slot’s timely
bid. Nevertheless, these blocks remained in the canonical chain,
implying that the potential proposer-boost re-org was unexploited.
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Figure 3: The figure plots blocks’ winning bid arrival times
versus their subsequent slot attestation shares. Blue dots rep-
resent unique blocks, and dots in the red zone indicate blocks
with less than 40% attestation share, implying a forking risk.
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Figure 4: The figure maps consecutive slots’ winning bid
times with attestation shares. Dots denote blocks, with coor-
dinates reflecting current (x-axis) and next slot (y-axis) bid
times. The color gradient indicates the attestation share in
the subsequent slot.

4.2.2 Orphaned Blocks. In our final empirical data analysis, we
delved into the occurrence of orphaned blocks within our slot range
and its correlation with the timing of the winning bid arrivals. We
discovered 151 slots, amounting to roughly 1.2% of all slots we
have analyzed, where a block failed to be included in the canonical
chain. Among these, 123 slots had missed proposals, while 28 slots
featured orphaned blocks, half of which stemmed from MEV-Boost
and the other half were locally built by validators.

When we compared the timings of the winning bids of orphaned
and canonical blocks in our data set, Figure 5 reveals that the earliest
winning bid for an orphaned block was submitted 271ms prior to
its slot’s beginning, while the median time was 1115ms. Meanwhile,
in the finalized chain, we observed 5,631 blocks with winning bids
submitted later than the earliest orphaned block, with an overall
155ms median time. Interestingly, 130 of these canonical blocks
had winning bids received even later than the median time of the
orphaned blocks.

These observations lead us to two key insights: firstly, orphaning
is a relatively rare event, occurring in approximately 0.22% of the
12,500 slots we examined. Secondly, orphaned blocks are not nec-
essarily late arrivals, as some canonical blocks with later-arriving
winning bids avoided orphaning. Thus, we conclude that delaying
the selection of the winning bid, and playing the waiting games,
does not necessarily result in a block’s orphaning.

4.2.3 The Effects on Consensus: Agent-based Simulation Results.
Until here, we based our observations on the empirical data. In
this section, we present an agent-based model to study a scenario
where a consistent share of the validators follows the same delay
strategy. Specifically, whenever a delaying validator is selected as a
block proposer, they wait until a certain uniform time into the slot
to release their block. This strategy aims to maximize their MEV,
as our prior sections suggest a positive correlation between MEV
rewards and the interval between the release of successive blocks.

Our simulation here is not focused on estimating the actual profit
increase these delayer validators would accrue - our earlier analysis
already shows this to be positive. Instead, we aim to understand the
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Figure 5: The density plot represents the distribution of
canonical blocks that had a winning bid arriving after the
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broader impacts of such strategies on the overall consensus stability.
We are interested in observing if such strategies may decrease the
number of blocks included in the mainchain, which we assume to
be an indicator of a blockchain’s consensus efficiency.

The framework we refer to is essentially the same presented
in [25]: the agents are validators, connected on a peer-to-peer net-
work generated following the Erdos-Renyi random model [20].
This choice reflects the assumption of the peer-to-peer network
to be maximally random in order to refrain from introducing any
additional bias; further exploration of the actual structure of peer-
to-peer topologies would certainly improve the model power. Time
is assumed to be continuous and divided into slots; validators are
randomly selected to be block proposers for each slot, and because
they are assumed to be fully honest, they release the block exactly
at the beginning of the assigned slot. The remaining validators are
selected as attestors: they release an attestation to certify on the
blockchain that they received the block from the block proposer
and that it is valid. If they do not receive the block before the 4 sec-
onds threshold, they are allowed to attest for the previous head of
the chain. The only two random events that may happen are block
gossiping and attestation gossiping, which follow exponential wait-
ing times of parameters 𝜏𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 and 𝜏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 . Gossiping events
happen when an agent is randomly picked to communicate the
information about the blocks/attestations they received to one of
their neighbor agents, picked at random as well. In [25], the authors
showed how a phase transition in consensus efficiency is observed
because of 𝜏𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 : when the value becomes larger than a certain
threshold depending on the topological properties of the peer-to-
peer network, the number of blocks included in the mainchain
declines abruptly.

In the present work, we increase the number of parameters to
take into account the delay strategy as part of the waiting games.
We introduce 𝑥𝑑 ∈ [0, 1] the share of agents who are actively fol-
lowing the delay strategy, and 𝑡𝑑 ∈ [0, 12] which is the actual delay
the delayers wait from the start of the slot before releasing the
block. Our goal here is to introduce a toy model, an experimental
setting to show the resiliency of Ethereum consensus: in this con-
text, validators follow a very simplistic strategy where all delayers
(a share of the total number of validators) follow the same delay
time. This strategy implies on one hand that all delayers follow a
common strategy, and on the other hand that neither delayers nor
non-delayers do not adapt dynamically to other agents’ strategies.

We proceed by generating a sample of simulations where we
vary 𝑥𝑑 and 𝑡𝑑 , while we keep fixed 𝜏𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 𝜏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 3 and
the peer-to-peer topology, as well as the simulation time.

In order to estimate consensus efficiency we consider the main-
chain Rate `, from [25], formally defined as:

` =
|𝑀 |
|𝐵 | (1)

where |𝑀 | is the number of blocks included in the canonical
mainchain (𝑀) while |𝐵 | is the total number of blocks produced
during the simulation.

Simulations results are plotted in Figure 6 and the results are
intuitive: the effect of the time delay exercised by the delayers does
not significantly affect consensus until it becomes larger than the
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Figure 6: The Mainchain rate, eq. 1, averaged over 20 sim-
ulations running for 1000 seconds on an ER[20] graph of
𝑁 = 128 and < 𝑑 >= 8. On the x-axis 𝑡𝑑 is the time delayers
wait for release, while the curves colours represent the share
of delayers wrt the total number of validators.

slot time minus the latency time: 12 − 3 = 9 (the latency also repre-
sents the average time between two consecutive gossip interactions
between the same two nodes). We also observe that the effect of
the share of delayer stops increasing around 𝑥𝑑 = 0.5, at which the
number of consecutive mixed blocks (delayer blocks followed by
honest blocks) is maximum.

While more research is needed to interpret these results, we
believe that the results support the hypothesis that a delayer strat-
egy supported by enough validators can be profitable and does not
lead to consensus degradation for a range of delay times way more
extensive than the ones we observed in the previous sections, in
line with the theoretical results on the equilibrium of the waiting
games described in [32].

5 CONCLUSION
In this study, we have investigated the dynamics of strategic wait-
ing games within Ethereum’s PoS-based consensus protocol. Our
empirical data analysis and simulation results indicate that the po-
tential economic benefits of engaging in waiting games by delaying
block proposals outweigh the associated risks of getting excluded
from the canonical chain, given the current dynamics of Ethereum’s
PoS mechanism and MEV. Nevertheless, validators seem to be not
capitalizing on these benefits, as our study of unrealized value re-
veals. While the reasons remain unclear, we suspect large staking
entities may be reluctant to participate due to the fear of reputation
damage that could arise from such seemingly self-serving activities,
potentially undermining consensus stability. Moving forward, we
aim to optimize waiting games for validators and promote a more
competitive block auction environment for builders by studying the
latency in the interactions of these actors of the block production
pipeline.
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A ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
A.1 Progression of Builder Bids
Figure 7 shows the distribution of builder bids across the duration of
slot 6 093 815, based on the number of transactions they contain. The
results indicate an increase in the number of transactions included
in builder bids over time which can be attributed to an influx of
transactions in the public mempool and the builders’ exclusive
order flow. This trend further substantiates the positive marginal
value of time observed in Figure 1, as the potential value of bids
increases with the accumulation of transactions available for block
building.
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Figure 8: Distribution of median MEV and proposal rewards
per epoch across different ranges. Each stacked bar repre-
sents an epoch, split into MEV rewards (blue - bottom) and
proposal rewards (orange - top).

A.2 Reward Comparison
In Figure 8, we analyze three distinct epoch ranges, each containing
around 80 epochs on average. The stack bar diagram distinguishes
between two forms of rewards – the blue (bottom) and orange (top)
segments. The blue segment represent the median MEV reward
that validators, who proposed a block during that epoch via one of
our observed relays, received. In contrast, the orange segment rep-
resents the median proposal reward issued by the consensus layer
to validators. Our findings reveal that MEV rewards consistently
surpassed the rewards from the consensus layer. While proposal
rewards stayed steady at 0.034 ETH, the median MEV rewards accu-
mulated to an overall median of 0.048 ETH, accounting for 58.32%
of all rewards across the analyzed slots.

A.3 Winner Bid Arrival Times by Relays
Figure 9 presents our analysis of winning bid arrival times across
different relays, underlining the variations between them.We found
that Ultra Sound, recognized for its optimistic nature, and Flashbots,
known to be non-optimistic, have distinct median winner arrival
times. Interestingly, despite no known claims of being optimistic,
Agnostic relay’s median winner arrival time is markedly closer to
Ultra Sound’s than to Flashbots’, suggesting potential similarities
in their handling of block submissions.
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